American Institute of Physics
Affiliated Society Program - Benefits

Opportunities for information exchange, including participation in the annual AIP Assembly of Society Officers
AIP Member and Affiliated Societies' leadership convenes to discuss areas of mutual concern at the annual Assembly of Society Officers. Session topics range from challenges/innovations in scientific publishing to public policy issues, from supporting/growing the membership base to trends in philanthropic giving, from supporting science education to promoting science as a viable career choice to a diverse population. The Assembly is also a forum where Member and Affiliated Society executives can become better acquainted and share ideas.

Discount on Physics Today
Members of AIP Affiliated Societies receive a subscription discount on Physics Today, AIP's monthly flagship publication that delivers original articles and timely news on groundbreaking research in physics and related sciences (2013 member rate is $59). Member Society members also receive a discount on Computing in Science & Engineering magazine.

Journal discounts
Only members of AIP Member and Affiliated Societies are eligible to purchase individual subscriptions to ten AIP scholarly journals, including:

- Applied Physics Letters
- Applied Physics Reviews
- Biomicrofluidics
- Chaos
- Journal of Applied Physics
- The Journal of Chemical Physics
- JCP: BioChemical Physics
- Journal of Mathematical Physics
- Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data
- Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy
- Low Temperature Physics
- Physics of Fluids
- Physics of Plasmas
- Review of Scientific Instruments

Individual subscription fees are a small fraction of the institutional rate.

Additional AIP resources that may be of interest your members:

- FYI—Bulletin of Science Policy News. AIP monitors science policy developments in Washington, and publishes regular FYI news bulletins informing the physical sciences community of opportunities for science and funding decisions that affect them.
- Inside Science News Service. Inside Science explains the science behind current affairs. Stories are drawn from today's headlines and from research published in scientific journals.
- E-Updates from AIP's Statistical Research Center. Periodic updates on the latest data on education and employment in physics and related fields.
- Career Network. Those looking to hire or be hired, can visit the PT Career Network to find more than 3,000 jobs in industry, academia, and government, and more than 5,000 resumes of highly trained job seekers holding physics degrees from B.S. to Ph.D. There is no cost to post resumes or search the database.
- Emilio Segrè Visual Archives. View a collection of more than 30,000 historical photographs, slides, lithographs, engravings, and other visual materials, focusing on physicists and astronomers of the twentieth century.